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Abstract—Web 2.0 applications innovate traditional infor-
mative services providing Web users with a set of tools for
publishing and sharing information.
Social bookmarking systems are an interesting example of this
trend where users generate new contents. Unfortunately, the
growing amount of available resources makes hard the task of
accessing to relevant information in these environments.
Recommender systems face this problem filtering relevant
resources connected to users’ interests and preferences. In
particular, collaborative filtering recommender systems pro-
duce suggestions using the opinions of similar users, called the
neighbors. The task of finding neighbors is difficult in environ-
ment such as social bookmarking systems, since bookmarked
resources belong to different domains.
In this paper we propose a methodology for partitioning users,
tags and resources into domains of interest. Filtering tags and
resources in accordance to the specific domains we can select
a different set of neighbors for each domain, improving the
accuracy of recommendations.

Keywords-Collaborative filtering recommender systems, so-
cial bookmarking systems, tags, zz-structures.

I. INTRODUCTION
Web 2.0 applications allow users not only to consume

services but also to produce new information. This process
shifts the task of generating contents from a selected and
restricted set of authors to a new, wide population of
publishers.
An interesting example of this trend, which is going to
innovate production and access to information, is represented
from social bookmarking systems. These systems allow
users to collect resources assigning them a set of tags. Often
users employ the tags as indices for re-finding the resources
which they have previously visited. The other users could
also benefit from this process; in fact, tags offer a personal,
meta description of the resources and can be used for finding
peers with similar interests.
Unfortunately, the numeric explosion of generated resources
makes this task difficult. Search engines, mainly GoogleTM,
are the most used tools for finding document on the Web,
but they do not return personalized results; in particular they
do not take in account users’ preferences and goals.
Recommender systems [1] filter resources using informa-
tion stored in a user model. In particular, collaborative
filtering recommender systems compute similarity among
users, identifying for each user the set of her/his neighbors

(i.e. peers with similar preferences and features), and then
suggest her/him new resources by considering the set of
resources visited by neighbors.
So, collaborative filtering recommender systems apply the
following two steps:

1) Neighbor selection. The behavior of a user A is
compared with the behavior of other users in order
to find a set of neighbors.

2) Word-of-mouth simulation. Resources, identified as
interesting for neighbors of A, are suggested to
her/him, simulating a word-of-mouth process. This
step filters resources in accordance to the opinions of
people similar to the user A for goals and background.

Focusing our attention on social bookmarking systems, two
users can be considered ”good neighbors” if they book-
marked a large common set of resources. Unfortunately,
collaborative filtering recommender systems obtain appre-
ciable results only when the resources belong to a same
domain, since the process of neighbor selection is executed
without taking in account the possibility that a user may
have multiple interests. In order to clarify this limitation we
consider Figure 1.
Using the traditional neighbor selection approach [2], the

user B appears more similar to the user A than the user
C, since B shares with A half of her/his bookmarks, while
C shares with A only one-third of them. This neighbor
selection does not take in account that items belong to
different domains and each user may have variegated
interests.

Our work faces the open issue of neighbor selection
proposing for it a new approach. In previous works, we
defined a reference model for a user concept space [3]
and a publication sharing system [4]; here, extending these
previous works, in order to avoid the problem described in
Figure 1, we use tags for improving the neighbor selection
phase: users’ tags are grouped in clusters; each cluster iden-
tifies a user interest. During the neighbor selection phase,
each cluster considers only neighbor’s resources connected
to the specific user interests. In this way, our technique
recommends resources selecting a distinct set of neighbors
for each different user interest.
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Figure 1. A social bookmark example.

This paper is organized as follow: Section II presents
related work; Section III describes our application domain
and the case study; Section IV provides a description of
our methodology and in particular of the neighbor selection
process; finally Section V concludes the paper, discussing
future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Social bookmarking systems, such as BibSonomy1 and
delicious2, collect resources, classified by users: these envi-
ronments can be used in order to extract user profiles and
generate personalized recommendations.
Actually, the use of tags for modeling users is still an open
challenge; in fact, tags are often applied ”just for a personal
consumption” [5], making hard to infer users’ preferences.
Different works, such as [6], [7] and [8], tackle limitations
connected to the uncontrolled process of tagging inferring
relationships between tags. In particular, in [6], the authors
propose a recommender system based on tag clustering,
which reduces the redundancy of folksonomies collapsing
tags with a similar meaning in a single cluster: users’ inter-
ests are modeled evaluating the number of accesses to each
cluster, and then, the relevance of a resource is evaluated
using clusters as a nexus between users and resources.
In [7], the authors assigns a ranking of Web pages taking in
account factors such as tag popularity, tag representativeness
and affinity between a user and a tag.
Tags’ relationships are inferred also in [8], where the process
of neighbor selection depends on tags used from users. This

1http://www.bibsonomy.org/
2http://delicious.com/

last work underlines that the accuracy of a collaborative fil-
tering system depends on the precision of the neighbor selec-
tion process; tags can be used for finding similarities among
users. This work does not recognize that neighbors should
be selected in accordance to the current user’s goal, but
this feature can improve the accuracy of recommendations
compared to traditional collaborative filtering techniques [9].
An attempt to apply this idea to social bookmarking tools
is presented in [10] where the authors propose the idea of
contextual collaborative filtering: tags detect a context in
the neighbors’ collections. However, this approach does not
select neighbors in accordance to the user’s goal since it
only works on the word-of-mouth simulation.
Inferring relationships among tags, our work uses collective
intelligence for partitioning tags and resources into domains
of interests; in this way, the phase of neighbor selection is
realized taking in account the current domain of interest:
the similarity among users is evaluated considering only
resources which appear connected to the user’s domain of
interest.

III. THE CASE STUDY
Our application domain are the social bookmarking sys-

tems; in particular we have realized a prototype, that works
on the dump of the BibSonomy database, provided from
organizers of the ECML PKDD Discovery Challenge 20093.
BibSonomy is both a social bookmarking and a publi-

cation sharing system; it can be used for sharing book-
marks and publication references. Using BibSonomy users
can create and manage personal repositories organized as
collections of tagged URLs and BibTeXs.
The starting dataset contain 1185 users, 14443 URLs, 7946
BibTeXs and 13276 tags. However, it presents some lim-
itations which amplify the sparsity problem lowering the
accuracy of results provided from a collaborative filtering
recommender system.
Issue: Different representations for the same Web content.
The original dataset manages different URLs as different
resources, without considering their content; but, if two or
more URLs host a same content, it became important to
identifies them as a unique resource, in order to correctly
infer the neighbors.
There are two different situations in which different URLs
may host the same content:
1) Two different URLs address the same page.
For example, the URLs http://bibsonomy.org/ and
http://www.bibsonomy.org/.

2) Two different URLs mirror a same site. By some
estimates, ’as many as 40% of the Web pages are
duplicates of other pages’ [11]. Many of these are
legitimate copies; for instance, certain information
repositories are mirrored simply to provide redundancy

3http://www.kde.cs.uni-kassel.de/ws/dc09/
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and access reliability. Other duplicates are not legit-
imate copy, such as many blogs which re-propose
information extracted from other Web sites.

Solution. In our approach, a dedicated spider examines the
URLs, highlighting existing re-directions. This operation
identifies the set of URLs addressing the same page.
In order to identify mirror pages, a simple approach could
calculate a digest for each page and then compare these
values in order to find duplicate documents. However, this
solution does not work when two resources differ only for
few characters, such as the HTML code generated in a
dynamic way for advertising aims. This problem is known in
the information retrieval field as the near duplicate problem
[11] and many approaches have been developed. In our
approach, we apply the shingling technique [12]: a document
is described by means of all consecutive sequences of k
terms in the resource. We consider two resources as the same
if they share at least 80% of sequences.
Issue: Different representations for the same BibTeX item.
The information inserted by users is often not accurate and
then typing errors have to be considered in order to lower
the sparsity problem.
Solution. In our approach, we apply the Levenshtein dis-
tance between all pairs of BibTeX titles in order to evaluate
the cost of changing a title in another. The Levenshtein
distance calculates the number of edit and delete operations
needed to change a string in another one; in this way, we use
it to detect typing errors, collapsing BibTeXs which differ
only for a limited number of characters.
The application of this pre-processing phase produced a
reduction in the number of distinct resources of 15%.
Analyzing this new dataset, we extract the relation existing
between the popularity of a resource and the number of
distinct tags, assigned to it. In Figure 2, the x-axis identifies
resource popularity, expressed in terms of the numbers of
times a given resource has been included in the personal
space of a user; for all resources, bookmarked x times,
the y-axis value shows the average number of distinct tags
associated to them.

Figure 2. Resource popularity and number of distinct tags assigned to it.

Figure 2 highlights that there is a low level of agreement
between users, since popular resources are typically tagged
by means of an high number of distinct tags. For this
reason, we believe that our approach, based on the analysis
of similarities among tags, can improve the quality of
generated recommendations overcoming limitations due to
the redundancy of folksonomies.

IV. THE APPROACH
This section offers details about the approach used for

modeling users and the methodology proposed for analyzing
the user model in order to provide personalized recommen-
dations.

A. Organizing the knowledge base
In order to produce a set of recommendations we model a

user u by means of his/her concept map, defined by means
of a zz-structure [13]–[16], a graph-based structure Su, used
for organizing bookmarked resources by links indicating tags
applied from u.
In particular, Su = (MGu, Tu, t) is a zz-structure, an
edge-colored multigraph where MGu = (Vu, Eu, f)4 is a
multigraph, in which the set of vertices Vu = {p1, . . . , pm}
is the collection of resources bookmarked from the user u,
Tu is a set of colors (T refers to Tag) and t : Eu → Tu is
an assignment of colors (tags) to edges of the multigraph;
∀x ∈ Vu, ∀k = 1, 2, ..., |Tu|, degk(x) = 0, 1, 25.
Figure 3 shows a simple example of a zz-structure used

for modeling a generic user u.

Figure 3. The zz-structure used for organizing bookmarks of a user u

Each tag identifies a link among vertices in order
to represent the connection defined from the user. For
istance, as shown in Figure 3, the user u tagged resources

4Multigraph definition: MGu = (Vu, Eu, f) is a multigraph composed
of a set of vertices Vu, a set of edges Eu and a surjective function f :
Eu → {{v, v′} | v, v′ ∈ Vu, v �= v′}.
5degk(x) denotes the degree (that is, the number of edges incident to

x) of color tk .
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p3, p2, p6, p7, p8, p9 using the tag t3, and then, the concept
map stores this user interaction by means of a dimension
graphically represented by means of a thick line.

Each color tk can be used for selecting a specific sub-
graph ofMu, constituted by the set of vertices Vu and edges
Ek

u ∈ Eu, containing edges of the unique color tk.
Each sub-graph of Mu is called dimension of color tk
and is denoted by Dk

u. Formally, a dimension Dk
u =

(Vu, Ek
u, fu, {tk}, tu), with k = 1, ..., |Tu|, is a graph such

that:
1) Ek

u �= ∅ (at least an edge exists in each dimension);
2) ∀x ∈ Vu, degk

u(x) = 0, 1, 2 (the maximum degree of
each vertex in each dimension is 2).

Looking at Figure 3, the concept space of the user u contains
four dimensions identified with different types of line style.

B. Generating Recommendations
This section provides information about the approach used

for detecting different domains of interest in the user profile.
Then, it presents the methodology used for calculating
recommendations connected to each discovered domain of
interest.
1) Using tags for finding the user interest domains: For

overcoming limitations presented in the Introduction, our
approach infers information about similarities among tags.
In particular, we consider two tags as similar if several
users applied them on the same resources.
Formally, let wk(p) be the number of times that the tag tk
has been associated to the paper p from all the users of the
system:

wk(p) =
∑
u′∈U

wk
u′ (p)

where

wk
u′(p) =

{
1 if degk

u′(p) �= 0
0 otherwise

wk(p) is expressed in terms of wk
u′ (p), which represents the

number of times that tk has been associated to the paper
p from each generic user u′; in particular, degk

u′(p) �= 0
indicates that the paper p has been tagged with tk in the
concept space of user u′.
Then, for each generic tag tj , we can build the vector
w̄j = (wj(p1), . . . , w

j(pN )), where {p1, . . . , pN} is the
set of all the considered papers. This vector measures the
similarity between a chosen tag tk, and a generic tag tj ,
applying the cosine similarity:

tag sim(tk, tj) = cos(w̄k, w̄j) =
w̄k · w̄j

‖w̄k‖ ∗ ‖w̄j‖

Now, let T the set of tags used by all the users, Tu ∈ T

the tags used by user u, Tu(f) ∈ Tu the set of tags applied
from the user u at least f times.
In order to detect the domains of interest of a generic user
u, we group tags contained in Tu(f) in clusters, using the
tag similarity metric described before; we include a tag in
a cluster only if the similarity metric overcomes a given
threshold, let it thr. In particular, starting from the most
frequently tag, used by u, let it ti ∈ Tu(f), we define the
cluster containing it, T i

u(f) in the following way:

T i
u(f) = T i

+ ∩ Tu

where T i
+ = {t ∈ T : tag sim(ti, t) ≥ thr}. Analogously,

for each tag in Tu(f), we generate another cluster, if it is
not still included in other clusters.
Figure 4 shows an example of clusters generated for

supporting a BibSonomy user u: in particular, starting
from his/her most frequently used tag (folksonomy), on
the left of the Figure 4 we show in the inner circle
the set T

folksonomy
+ (0.4). Included in it and bordered us-

ing a polygon is T folksonomy
u (0.4): it contains the tags

{bookmark, classification, tagging, social}.
Then, in the broader circle we show T

folksonomy
+ (0.3),

the set of clustered tags generated by using a lower
threshold (0.3); while, T folksonomy

u (0.3) (in the broader
polygon) extends T folksonomy

u (0.4) by means of the tags
{bookmarking, taxonomy, web20, tag}.
A similar process has been applied on the right of Figure

4 on the second most frequently used tag (programming)
for the user u.
2) Generating recommendations for a domain of interest:

This subsection presents our methodology for recommend-
ing to a user u the resources connected to a specific domain
of interest, identified by the cluster T i

u(f). In particular, the
recommendation process is based on the following steps:
1) Finding neighbors. Using the tags in T i

+(f), we
extract from the concept maps of each user u′ the set
of dimensions, named Di

u′(f), which are identified by
these tags. On these dimensions we look for neigh-
bors and recommendable resources. The overlapping
set between Di

u(f) and each other Di
u′(f) (where

u′ ∈ U −{u}) defines the user similarity on the topic
ti, as stated also from traditional collaborative filtering
techniques [2]. The Jaccard similarity coefficient is
applied as similarity metric.
Formally, ∀ u′ ∈ U :

user sim(Di
u(f), Di

u′(f)) =

∣∣V i
u(f) ∩ V i

u′(f)
∣∣∣∣V i

u(f) ∪ V i
u′(f)

∣∣
where V i

u(f) is the set of vertices in Di
u(f).

This metric evaluates the similarity between the user
u and the others relatively to a specific topic ti.
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Figure 4. Four clusters for ’Folksonomy’

2) Providing recommendations. For ordering the re-
sources and producing recommendations , we need to
assign a score to each resource.
So, ∀p ∈

⋃
u′∈U−{u} V (f)i

u′ , we assign the following
score:

scorei
u(p) =

∑
u′:p∈V (f)i

u′

user sim(Di
u(f), Di

u′(f))

This score measures the relevance of the resource p

for a given user u in a given domain of interest ti. Top
scored resources are suggested to the user u. The same
reasoning can be applied for each domain of interest.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposed a collaborative filtering recommender
system for suggesting resources in social bookmarking tools.
The approach considers the user interests and selects her/his
neighbors relatively to specific domains of interest. In order
to evaluate the accuracy of our predictions we are going to
execute:
• an off-line analysis. Using temporal information about
bookmarks, we splitted the starting data set into two
sets: a data set which covers bookmarks from 1995 to
2007, and a test set with all the other bookmarks (from
January to December 2008).
We are going to use the data set both for inferring
relationships among tags and for modeling users in
accordance to the Section IV-A, while the test set for
a first measure of accuracy and for quantifying the
relevance of user interest evolution over the time.

• a live user experiment. We are going to apply specific
evaluation metrics, such as accuracy, novelty, coverage
and user satisfaction [17].

Also, we are analyzing and calibrating the parameters in-
volved in the generation of recommendations. In particular,
we are working on:
• defining a tag and a user similarity thresholds;

• investigating the impact of the number of users which
apply a tag on the tag similarity.

• analyzing how the user behavior (number of tagged
resources, number of tag used) influences results.
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